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1. Introduction. Let u(z) be a subharmonic function in the finite

plane, M(r) the maximum of u(z) for \z\ = r > 0, and m(r)

= g.l.b.|Z|_r u(z). Recently M. Heins has proved the following theo-

rem [4] as a precision of the classical Wiman theorem [8].

Theorem 1. Let u(z) be not identically constant and for all non-

negative r, m(r) ^A < 00. Suppose that lim infr<00 r~lltM(r) < 00. Then

(1.1) lim r-^Mf/)
r—*oo

exists (a positive finite limit).

The purpose of this paper is to study how much the condition that

m(r)^A< 00 for all r>0 in the above theorem can be weakened

without destroying the existence of the limit (1.1). The principal

theorem is as follows:

Theorem 2. Let u(z) be a subharmonic function. Suppose that1

(a) f \-^m(r)dr < e
•'ri

for all ri>ri>N if N is selected sufficiently large for an arbitrary posi-

tive e and

(b) lim sup r_1/2Af (r) < 00.
T—> 00

Then (1.1) exists (a non-negative finite limit).

We remark that each of the conditions

r~%ilm(r)dr exists
1

and

(m+(r)/(l + r)rx>2)dr < »

implies the condition (a). Therefore the hypothesis (a) of Theorem 2
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1 Throughout this paper, integral means L-integral.
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can be replaced by the condition (c) or (d).

If lim supr^M r~"Mir) < <x> for some positive p < 1, w(z) is said to be

of order less than one. Let u(z) be of order less than one and harmonic

at z = 0. Then Heins [4] has proved the following representation

theorem. "There exists a generalized positive mass distribution /x(e)

defined for Borel set e in the finite plane such that

(1.2) uiz) = «(0) + f log   1 - — dp(er)

for all finite z."

Let p.*it) =/i[| z\ <t] for t>0. Then Theorem 2 is also generalized

as follows:

Theorem 3. Let for some positive 0 <p < 1,

(e) f     r_1_"{m(r) sin pit — irp.*ir) cos pw}dr < e

for all r2> ri> N

if N is selected sufficiently large for an arbitrary positive e and

(f) a = lim sup r~"Mir) < °o .
r-+oo

Then

lim r~"Mir)

exists (a non-negative finite limit).

Clearly Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2. Moreover

Theorem 4. Let for some positive 0<p<l,

f*   00

(g) I    rl-"{mit) - t" cos p7r}+d/ < «5.

If either (1) l>p>l/2, lim supr<a0 r~lMir) gO and

/-!-"{Tp.*it) - t" sin pir}+di < oo

or (2) l/2>p>0, lim supr,M r~^2Mir) ^0 awd

rJ-"{ -jtm*(<) + /" sin P5r}+d/ < oo,

then
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lim r~"M(r) = 1.
r—»<o

The Heins' theorem [4, Theorem E], which is related to Variron's

theorem, is generalized as follows:

Theorem 5. If a function u(z) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3

satisfies a>0,

a
p*(r) ~ — rp sin pir.

x

Theorem 6. For a function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4,

1
p*(r) ~ — rp sin pir.

x

2. Proof of Theorem 3. If u(z) is a subharmonic function and

satisfies the condition (f),

(2.1) p*(r) = 0(f).

Without loss of generality we may assume that u(z) is actually har-

monic at 2 = 0 and re(0) =0. Let w(z) and S(z) be defined respectively,

with arg w(z) =0 on the positive real axis, by

(2.2) w(z) = Ul(z) + m(z) = J   log (1 + —J dp*(t),

(2.3) S(z) = U(z) -f *F(z) = z1'2-',w(z)

where Ui(z), V\(z), U(z) and V(z) denote real functions of z respec-

tively. Then w(z) and S(z) are regular in |argz| <tt and

(2.4) U(z) =  | al1'*-'!-!^) cos (p - 1/2)0 + vi(z) sin (p - 1/2)0}.

Therefore

| U(reie) | J0 = 0(r>/2).

Mi(z) is an upper semi-continuous function on the negative real axis

and Vi(z) is continuous except for at most a countable set on the nega-

tive real axis. If we define

vi( — r) = Ttp.*(r)

at the points at which Vi(z) is discontinuous,

(2.6) U( — r) = r1/2-'{«i( —r) sin px — irp.*(r) cos px}
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and U( — r) is L-integrable in the finite interval of r^.0. Using (1.2)

and (2.2)

(2.7) U(-r) g rW-'{m(r) sin pw - 7rp*(r) cos pir},

(2.8) U(r) = rll*->ui{r) ^ r"!-'M(r).

On the other hand, by virtue of F. and R. Nevanlinna's represen-

tation formula for a semi-circle [5], we easily obtain the following

representation of £/(z) such that for z = reiB in the semi-circle

+T f/(/?e'*)i?"V1'2(i? - r) cos — cos y d<t>

Uz(z)  = —   I-;-

IR + r - IW'tcos--J (R + r + 2JR"V1'2cos——-]

(2 9) 1   r+T
' =— UiRe^KiiReH.re'W,

1   rB e r 1
«,(«) = —      U(-t)rli*rV* cos —-

t Jq 2 \ 9
h + r - 2<"V2 sin —

R )
(2.10) -    ,

0   \dt
R' + tr - IRtW* sin — f

1   r* 2  '
- —       U(-t)K2(-t, z)dt,

T   J 0

(2.11) £/(*) = *(») + «•(*).

Let

1   r+* <j>
Nipi) - - Ufa*) cos — d<p,

lit J _T 2

from (2.9)

1      f +"• 9
- I      u2ipie'6) cos — dO
2rp1i2J-T 2

= - I        I      UiRe^KiiRe*, Pieie) cos — ddd<p

(2.12
1    r +I f +T cos 0/2

= — £'(ifc*) ——- KiiRe*, Ple«)d6d<l>
2-k- J -* J _r       Pl

i    r+T *       n(r)
=-U(Re*) cos — d(p = —-

27ri?1/2J_, 2 i?1'2

As  Uirew) is L-integrable on intervals  [ —7r^0^7r] and   [O^r^R,

B = tr), for e>0
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l    r *-« e
lim ^—TTi- I       M3(Pi«l9) cos V rf&
e->0   2xpt      J -w+t 2

(2.13)      = lim-— I     U(-t) I       K2(-t, Pie1*) cos—dddt

ItXpJo     t1'2 JPl    i*'2 Jo    Rt112    )

Thus we have

*w_±j|"£M Jl+['£<-± dl_f"ELA 4
p1/2 2x1 Jo       Plf1/2 JPI      t*12 Jo     Rt112      )

(2.14)
N(R)

If we assume (e), from (2.7)

/"2 Z7(-/)——-dt < e
.,       tm

for all ffi>(Ji>N if AT is selected sufficiently large for an arbitrary

positive «. Next, an application of the second mean value theorem

shows that for pi<R' <R and 0<M<M' <pi

Cn  U(-t)/l        1\           rR  U(-t)/l        1\
t(Pi,P)= —L-^(-)dt+  \      —i—^l-)<*/

Jo     /I/2 Vpi     p/      J pi    t112  \t     r)

rMU(-t)/\       1\          R-pir^U(-t)
(2.16) = —-— -(-]*+ - - ——-<ft

Jo /1/2      Vpi P/ J?        J M'        I312

R-Pi  /•*' c7(-/)
+- I      -dt.

R    Jn      /3/2

Thus from (2.15) and (2.16), we get

r(pi) = lim sup r(pi, R) < °°,

(2.17)
lim sup r(pi) 5= 0.

Hence, if lim inf^^ R~1I2N(R) =fi, from (2.5), f jtx.| < 00 and we can

select a sequence {Pn} of R such that Rn—► » as re—»<*> and get

lim„^„ R^1/2N(Rn) =/x. If for such a sequence {P*}, we write v(pi)

= limn<w7-(pi, Rn), then p(pi) =t(p0- So that
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(2.18) lim sup f(pi) ^ lim sup r(pi).

From (2.14), (2.17) and (2.18), lim sup,,-.*, pi1/2NiPl) gp. Hence

(2.19) n =  lim R-^NiR)

exists (a finite limit). So that from (2.14) and (2.19)

r R ui-t) / l     i\
(2.20) lim —-—-(-)dt

«-.- J i        t112    \t        R/

exists.  Select N sufficiently large for an arbitrary  e>0, then for

r2>n>N

|f-£M(l_l)*_f"£<Z«(l_lU|<t
Ui        /1/2    \t        rj Ji        l1'2    \l        rj    \

Thus for M<r( <ri and ri <r2 <r2

_. _ r Htaii. _ i\dl _ iz* r - £t« «
Ji        *1/2    Vi        r2/ r2     Jn'      lw

(2.21)
f» */(-/) rn ui~t)

<   I       —- dt <, e +   I      —- dt.
Jn       t3'2 Jri.     P>2

If we select N sufficiently large for an arbitrary e>0, then from

(2.15) and (2.21), for r2>n>N

I rri Ui-t)
-dt   < e.

Hence

CR   Ui-t)
(2.22) lim ——dt

ie-.» J,       td'2

exists. By (2.5), (2.9) and (2.19) we have

0
(2.23) «2(z) = 2pr1'2 cos— •

And from (2.10) and (2.22) we get for |argz| <tt — 8, 7r>5>0, uni-

formly limJ,coM3(z)/i?z1/2 = 0 [l]. Thus from (2.11), for | arg z\

<ir-8,ir>8>0, uniformly lim,..,, 77(z)/i?z1/2 = 2/i. So that from (2.4)

(2.24) lim r-'Ui(r) = 2ju.
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Thus from (2.2), /i^O. If we write

(2.25) T(r) = m(r) - Ui(-r),

then r(r)=0. Therefore f^(T(r)/r1+p)dr is a monotonously increas-

ing function of P. So that by (e) and (2.22), fi(T(r)/rl+l,)dr exists

(a finite limit). Thus selecting a monotone decreasing sequence je*}

such that ejc—>0 as k^>» and taking a suitable large rk for each €*, we

have

/•-   T(r) €k
I       - dr < — •

JTh    r1+" 2k

Accordingly if E(rk) denotes an open set of r such that T(r)>r"ek,

for r = rk

J B(rt) 2*

The logarithmic length of Uk>N(rk) is less than 2l~N. Thus

(2.26) lim T(r)/r" = 0

except for an open set E of r of finite logarithmic length. On the other

hand, from the definition of wx(z) in (2.2) and the equality of (1.2)

(2 271 "^ + M(~Z') - Mi(^ I 2 I ̂  + Wl(~ I 2 I )'

M(r) ^ Ui(r) + «i( —r) — m(r).

By (2.26) and (2.27), we get

lim inf M(r)/r" ^ lim Ui(r)/r"

except for the open set E. Since M(r) is a monotone increasing func-

tion of r and limr,«, r~"Ui(r) =2p. by (2.24), we obtain

lim inf M(r)/r" ^ 2p..
r—> oo

On the other hand, from (2.2), Ui(r)^M(r). Hence

(2.28) lim M(r)/r' = 2/*.
T—»oo

3. Proof of Theorem 4. Let «(Z) be a subharmonic function and

lim supr-.w r~ll2M(r) ^0. Then the following result is known [2]:

w(z) in (2.2), with arg w(z) =0 on the positive real axis, can be writ-

ten again in the form
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1     (•"   Z^Uxi-t)
(3.1) w{z) = «i(z) + ivi(z) = — I dt.

IT  Jo        <1/2(*+z)

Hence for 0<p<l/2

1   f rli2iuii-t) - Z'cosptt)
(3.2) uiir) - r" = — -1—L_^-Z-L jL

ttJo t^2it + r)

By the condition (g) and w(r)=5tti( — r),

r°° juijr) - f)+

J0 r1+"

1   ff ^"-'(w^-/) - /»cospx)+
(3.3) S — II      -dtdr

ir J0   Jo tl'2it + r)

1      f °° («i(~0 - /'cosp7r)+
^- I      -d/ < oo.

cos px J o /1+,>

So that lim supr-oo «iMA" =1 except for the open set of r of finite

logarithmic length. Hence for every r

(3.4) lim sup Uiir)/r" ^ 1.
r—» oo

On the other hand, from (2.2)

/••  r(-7rp*(/) + ^ sin p,r)
(3.5) -«,(r) + f = —-——-dt.

J o irlit + r)

Using the above method, by the condition (i) we find

(3.6) lim inf «i(r)/r" ^ 1.
r—► oo

Hence from (3.4) and (3.6)

(3.7) lim «,(r)/r" = 1.
r—»»

From (3.3) and (3.5)

/'M  «i(r) — rp dr
o r1+'

exists (a finite limit). Therefore from (3.2), i3.3) and (3.8),

(3.9)        f     f        '        '     i-mi-t) + l" cos pr)+dtdr < oo.
Jo   Jo    I ' it + r)
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By the condition (g) and (3.2),

J'00  (-Ui(-t) + t"cospTr)+
-—■-dt < oo.

o                      t3'2

Hence by changing the sequence of double integral in (3.9) we have

/"» (-ui(-l) + /"cospx)+
-dt exists (a finite limit).

0                      />+'

Thus from (3.7) and (3.10), using the same method as the proof

of Theorem 2, we get (1.1) for 0<p<l/2. For l/2<p<l the proof

is given analogously by the use of the following representation of

w(z) in (2.2):

-If00   Z3!2Ui(-t)
w(z) = - I      -dt

x   Jo     /8/2(/ + z)

with arg w(z) =0 on the positive real axis [2]. Thus the proof of this

theorem is completed.

4. Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. We consider ui(Z) of (2.2) under the

hypothesis of (2.24). Ui(z) is the real part of the following function

Cx    M*W
(4.1) W(z) « z dt

Jo     t(t + z)

which is regular in the domain | arg z\ <ir. Therefore by virtue of the

study of Heins [4], for /*>0,

H*(r)      2p
(4.2) lim -= — sin px.

r->=o      rp IT

From (2.28) and (4.2) we get the proof of Theorem 5.

With the same method, we find the proof of Theorem 6 by the use

of the equality (3.7).
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CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCES OF COMPLEX TERMS
DEFINED BY ITERATION

A. G. AZPEITIA

In a paper by J. Aczel [l], the following result is established: Let

m{x-i, x2, • ■ ■ , xp) be a continuous real function of the real variables

Xi ii = 1, 2, • • ■ , p, — oo < a < Xi < b < + <«) such that: (a)

mix, x, • • • , x) =x for any x in (a, b), and (b) w(xi, x2, • • • , xp) is

strictly increasing with respect to all Xi. Then the sequence an

= mian-p, an~P-i, ■ • • , aH-i) with the initial terms ait a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap

arbitrarily chosen in (a, b) is convergent.

As corollaries of this theorem, the author proves the theorem of

Enestrom and Kakeya,1 and some well known elementary results.2

In fact, the theorem of Enestrom and Kakeya is proved to be equiv-

alent to the Aczel result if the function m is of the form

m(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , Xp) = (  ^, dxA I I ]CC»'J) (c»- > 0)-

In the present paper, we prove the following more general theorem

for the case of complex variables. The nature of the proof is neces-

sarily new because of the impossibility of establishing any relations

of inequality for the complex numbers similar to the ones used by

Aczel in his proof. The concept of convexity is used to overcome this

difficulty and no assumption of analyticity is required.
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November 15, 1957.
1 The simplest statement of this theorem is: Let z be any root of 27-o M' =n with

bm, frm-i, • • • i 6o decreasing positive real numbers. Then, z is of an absolute value less

than 1. (See [2; 3; 4].)
2 For example, the existence of the limit in the case m{x\, xz) — [xi-\-Xz)/2 (see

[5]) and consequently in the case of quasi-arithmetic means denned by m(xi, Xi)

=ri{ Lf(*o+/(**) 1/2}. [1,1.4].


